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Homescapes online uk

Luxury Egyptian cotton and French linen bedding for the ultimate night's sleep. Discover the UK's largest range of colours, take a look at our blankets, pillowcases, stylused and flat sheets. The store is currently preparing for The Cozy Christmas High Quality Available Homeware Exclusive, on the trend of a collection of homemade at unrivalled prices, set since 2000, Homescapes are one of the UK's
leading homeware brands. Specializing in exclusive hotel quality bedding collections, hardwood furniture and homeware accessories, it's perfect for setting up your entire home. From bedrooms to living areas, kitchens and gardens, you are sure to find exactly what you need, and with millions of households shopping with us each year, our consistent excellent survey score shows just how much you will
love our products. While shopping with us if you need any help, our friendly UK customer service team is here to help with all your enquiries. After placing an order and choosing from a range of delivery services, your order will be shipped from our West Midlands distribution centre, with a large number of orders arriving at your door the very next day. With quality, exclusivity and accessibility at the heart of
everything we do, we know that you will love our homewares and once you start shopping with Homescapes, we know that we will see you again very soon! ... More Appear very good quality. Beautiful bright yellow, heavy material. It strokes well with hot steamed iron. I can't wash them yet. Personally would like them in a wider width, but can purchase a second pair and sew together for a wider window to
make a fuller curtain. The delivery was on time. Good price on all sides. Our commitment is one of the best quality available for comparable products. The best prices in the UK are guaranteed, as for both products. One of THE FASTEST DELIVERY in the UK. 95% of orders sent on the day of the order. Easy, friendly, fair and trouble-free policy of return and prompt refunds. Provide affordable and friendly
customer care in the UK. Founded in 2000, we are proud to be a British retail company globally, providing high quality, ethically made, department store quality home furnishings. Built on traditional family values and strong entrepreneurial spirit, Homescapes is a close-knit and happy community of people with our client at the center of everything we do. We started out as a supplier of retail chains and luxury
international hotel groups. In 2006 we decided to go straight to consumers as we found retailers cutting corners on quality and not providing better value to consumers. We were convinced We can offer better quality, affordable prices and much higher service than what is offered to consumers. Over the years, successful relationships with millions of our clients have confirmed our faith. Homescapes is
currently the leading online homewares store in the UK with a significant presence in Europe and and presence in more distant markets. Homescapes has its global headquarters, a large distribution centre and manufacturing facility in the West Midlands, UK. Additional distribution centers in Europe, and also has a production base abroad. We design and produce the vast majority of our products, so we are
able to provide uncompromising quality and the most affordable prices. Homescapes has production in the UK and also owns factories abroad. Aside from working with specialized units and artisans (women) to bring you the best quality at affordable prices from around the world. Often, low prices equate to low quality, but Homescapes customers know what to expect from us in terms of extremely high
value for money. This is the reason that our re-customer level is exceptionally high and our customers love to recommend us to their friends and family. The key to super fast delivery is the Huge Stock and Effective Distribution Centre We keep more than 7,000 food lines in stock in our West Midlands distribution centre. All orders (not furniture) are placed during the working day after receipt. We do not sell
items that are not in stock and rarely drop the ship. Most customers are amazed at the speed of receiving their orders from Homescapes, as can be seen from thousands of feedback from our customers, especially complementing our fast delivery. Homescapes offers one of the widest variety to choose from in the UK in many ranges. We pride ourselves on offering one of the UK's largest selections of plain
cotton bedding, pillows, feather blankets, artificial orchids and cacti plants, poufs, cotton throws and woven jute, cotton and leather carpets. We also have the largest assortment of 100% solid wood mango furniture. We are also one of the largest online pen stores filled with pillows, pillows and blankets in the UK. Don't forget that our products are exclusive and not available elsewhere. Take a look at our
reviews and its obvious that our customers love the services we provide to them. Swift returns processing and refunds. A fair and prompt solution to any problems that may arise in the client. Personalized customer requests processing in a polite and efficient manner. The so-called old-fashioned good service will never go out of fashion on Homescapes, and that's what makes us refreshingly different.
Homescapes - Responsible and caring member of our local Homescapes community is constantly involved in working with the local community and is proud to work with regional, national and international charities to bring some constructive change to the world in which we are located. Local We support the Greater West Midlands Hospital, the Scout Group and the Black Country Food Bank. We are
determined to help those in need as a percentage of our profits, which are regularly donated to support global humanitarian assistance. Along with this, our team actively raise money and support Macmillan cancer support and Children. Homescapes has its roots in the UK and is powered by an excellent team of more than two hundred located in the UK, Europe, India and China. Although Homescapes is a
private company, it is professionally guided by a philosophy of customer-oriented ethics. Homescapes is an honest and happy place to work allowing people to succeed in their roles. Our factories strictly adhere to the practice of fair trade and are aware of their responsibility to the environment. Full credit homescapes' excellent products and services goes entirely to the people at Homescapes and their
commitment because we love what we do and it shows. 4.8 11063 REVIEWS5.0 1 REVIEWS SafeBuy verifies data from: The General Website Homescapes Link Trust Measure how trusted Google can think homescapesonline.com is 0% MERA as CLOSE Homescapes is THE MOST TRUSTED WEBSITES IN IT'S CATEGORY. Web category based sites linking in: Home/Gardening Languages sites
linking to this site: Are you Homescapes? Declare your temporary SafeBuy profile to get more traffic, improve your look in your search results, and increase your site's credibility. Homescapes Displays Phone Number has a Security Certificate site over 1 year of Displays Address About no information provided the description of the website Homescapes produces and sells high-quality bedding kitchen linen
with a large selection of hardwood furniture and an amazing range of soft furniture. Phone 0121 3680051 Location Cradley Heath, West Midlands, B64 7BY, Central Avenue, Corngreaves Trading Estate, Do you have Homescapes? CLAIM Homescapes - Prices include VAT and may be subject to shipping costs. Information about the offer is provided by the merchant. Prices and/or transportation costs may
have increased since the last update. Update.
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